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It was when ambien first hit the market and most kids weren't yet "abusing" it yet. I'm happy with my clonazepam pro re
nata though. But if you honestly need they, you'll probably get them. I would just take it until my sleep schedule got
back on track. Like someone above said, find more liberal less strict doctor. I was prescribed Ambien from age 17 for a
year or two. My doctor made me try OTC stuff like benadryl and changing my diet to help me sleep but that didn't work
so I got my Ambien and it works. Then again, I can ask him for pretty much any benzo with the exception of the
highly-potent hypnotic ones like midazolam or triazolam and he would give it to me. They tell me 'we don't prescribe
sleeping pills. Tell him you haven't had a doc for a year or two, or whatever story you want to go with. He does because
he knows what a dire state my sleep's in. So by the time all my Dormicum and generic Roofies had run out, I was stuck
with a very nast physical addiction to benzo's. Is there anyone around my age that is scripted Ambien or similar
prescription sleep-aid? My doctor gave me a little script along with modafinil too, actually to help me get back into a
proper sleep schedule for school. I also have a 4mg a day of kpin script, nice doc. I got temazepam the first time I asked
for it as well, and I was 17 at that time. But I'm sure if you talk to your doctor about Ambien, he might prescribe it to
you. I got some diazepam for anxiety which could be used as a sleeping pill. Got on Temazepam for about 2 months just
to "force" a sleep schedule, then I was good.I've only obtained ambien from friends in the past. I've never been
prescribed. I find that ambien doesn't work well for me to help me sleep, but it's the perfect cure for when I'm feeling too
anxious to function. Better than benzos, alcohol, or anything else I've tried. Ambien kills my anxiety like nothing
rubeninorchids.com much ambien can doctors prescribe? Oct 7, - Since then, I've gotten a prescription from a doctor but
it's for rozerem. So far, the stuff seems to have little effect. I'm still not dreaming. So even though I got only 5 hours of
sleep with Ambien, I felt far more refreshed and in a better mood the next day compared to getting 9 hours of sleep with
rozerem or 9. Jul 27, - Alright, allow me to begin with a little background: I have been diagnosed with ADHD when I
was 7, but only began taking medication (Adderall) a year or so ago. After the first few months my doctor and I
essentially stopped communicating, save for my regular check-ups. All I have to do is call once a month. This is a very
simple procedure and if you are having sleep issues then you can go about getting a prescription before getting the
Ambien medication. If you are going to follow the steps then it would be very simple for you. Opt for an online
pharmacy with online doctor consultation option. There are many online pharmacies. Dec 15, - My doctor left and it
seems like the office no longer believes that I need ambienthey think I'm an addict. I've been through this before. They
insist that insomnia is a real medical problem and yet they're no longer willing to prescribe ambien. They want to keep
me as a patient but want the sleep specialist. I would simply put in a call to your regular Dr, ask the nurse to have the
Doc call in a script for Ambien as you're taking a long flight soon. Most of the time, they'll just do it and you don't have
to worry about co-pay/visit. I get my travel supplies of Ambien and Xanax this way. Note: make sure they prescribe the.
Jun 15, - Ambien (zolpidem) is an anti anxiety medication used to help manage mood disorders and insomnia. How does
Ambien work in the body? By slowing down brain activity. This is why you need a prescription in order to get Ambien.
Zolpidem is a benzodiazepine-like drugs and is a Schedule IV controlled. Ambien Without Prescription Online. Ambien
is a sleep inducing pill widely used by people suffering from insomnia. Buy Ambien No Rx at Ambien Online
Pharmacy. Feb 15, - Hello, I am 44 years old and I am having some serious problems with sleeping. I would like to
know if I can deal with it without the help of the doctors. A friend of mine who had a similar problem recommended me
to try with Ambien. Since I am not eager to go to a doctor, I need to know if I can buy that. Ambien (Zolpidem) drug
information and medication overview. Learn more about Ambien and refill or transfer your prescription online. Visit
rubeninorchids.com for more details.
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